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Our final table of  test cases comparing DSGRN 
and RACIPE:-

´ All the following tables use the TS2SA fixed circuit topology.



Project Progress:-

We ran many test cases while messing with the initial conditions 
set by RACIPE. We changed num_ode, which correlates to how 
many initial conditions RACIPE uses to solve the ODE.  We 
also changed the ODE solver type to RK45, as it was set to the 
Euler solver by default. We settled on default values for future 
test cases. We also stored the data on a google drive to make it 
easily accessible for future use. Finally, we generated three data 
tables for RACIPE data, each of  which include the running time 
of  each simulation.



Difference between the solvers:-



Changing num_ode:-



Final Table:-



Our resulting decisions for future RACIPE 
simulations:-
• Both ODE solvers give similar results. So we decided to do all 

our future test cases with solver 2: RK45.

• The number of  models generated will depend on the size of  the 
parameter space for an associated fixed circuit topology. For 
TS2SA, DSGRN says there are total 1600 parameter nodes, so 
5000 for RACIPE seems fair.

• The number of  initial conditions to solve the ODE, which was 
set to 100 as default, appears to give similar results for 100, 500, 
1000, and 2000, with a linear increase in time taken. So keeping it 
low might be the best for now.

• The hill coefficient seems to give stable results when it is greater 
than or equal to 20 for TS2SA.



Next Steps:-

Our next steps will be to see what parameter regions correspond to 
the RACIPE data. We have already started understanding and 
working on Lun’s code. We will work to efficiently run the code on 
TS, TS1SA, and TS2SA. This week we will find out if  using 
essential nodes and their neighbors succeeds as a way of  adapting 
RACIPE’s sampling methods.
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